In this letter, we propose a novel technique to increase the visibility of the hazy image. Benefiting from the atmospheric scattering model and the invariance principle for scene structure, we formulate structure constraint equations that derive from two simulated inputs by performing gamma correction on the input image. Relying on the inherent boundary constraint of the scattering function, the expected scene albedo can be well restored via these constraint equations. Extensive experimental results verify the power of the proposed dehazing technique. key words: image dehazing, inhomogeneous atmosphere, atmospheric scattering model, depth map
Introduction
Images of outdoor scenes are often degraded by the atmospheric suspended particles, thus removing such negative visual effects has strong implications in many computer vision systems. Currently, these existing approaches for haze removal can be grouped into the contrast-based methods [1] - [3] , the fusion-based methods [4] , [5] and the physicallybased methods [6] - [22] .
Generally, the physically-based methods are able to achieve better performance than others since they take the degradation mechanism [6] into consideration and restore haze-free image via strong prior knowledge. However, the inner limitations still exist in some particular cases. For instance, Tan [7] estimated the transmission by maximizing the contrast within a local patch based on Markov Random Field, but this approach tends to yield an over-saturated result. Nishino [8] adopted the Bayesian posterior probability model to remove haze, in which the latent statistical structure was fully leveraged. Although this method can achieve impressive results for dense hazy images, it may produce over-enhanced output in case of mist. Fattal [9] assumed that the transmission and surface shading are locally uncorrelated, and removes haze based on independent component analysis (ICA), but it may be invalid when hazy image lacks sufficient color information and cannot be used for grayscale image. Tarel [10] veil using the median filter. Owing to the poor performance of the median filter for edge preserving, a small amount of mist would remain around the depth abrupt. He [11] discovered the dark channel prior for haze removal, however, this prior may not work for the region where the scene brightness is inherently similar to the atmospheric light. Zhu [12] created a linear model for the scene depth using the color attenuation prior, and this allows us to obtain the depth map directly. However, this method is subject to the weak robustness because the scattering coefficient estimation method is not given. Recently, other studies [13] - [15] combine hazerelevant features with learning frameworks to estimate the transmission, and their methods give a new strategy for image dehazing, but the dehazing ability is obviously weaker than others due to the insufficient training samples.
In this letter, we present a novel single image haze removal technique based on invariance principle. Our technique does not utilize any image priors; instead, we simulate two inputs under different weather conditions from an original hazy image using gamma correction, and formulate structure constraint equations for these two simulated inputs on the basis of the invariance principle and the atmospheric scattering model (ASM). Using these constraint equations, and combined with the inherent boundary constraint on the scattering function, we can accurately recover the expected scene albedo. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed technique outperforms several relevant state-of-theart methods in terms of both robustness and effectiveness.
The Proposed Technique
In computer vision and computer graphics, the atmospheric scattering model [6] , [16] - [18] is widely used to describe the degradation mechanism of a hazy image, which is expressed as
where c ∈ {r, g, b} is color channel index, I c and ρ c are the hazy image and scene albedo, respectively, A c is the global atmospheric light, d is the scene depth, β is the scattering coefficient and assumed to be constant in [6] , [12] . It is obvious that the single image dehazing is an ill-posed problem, because the available scene structure information is significantly insufficient. In spite of this, the scene albedo and scene depth for a determined nature image are both invariant even after manual post-processing, and we name this statistical regularity as invariance principle. This inspires us to Copyright c 2017 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers present a new technique for single image dehazing. The fundamental idea behind the proposed technique is to extract some important information of different weather conditions, by constructing constraint equations on two hazy images. Obviously, the method of simulating hazy images from the original input is the key to effectively remove the haze.
Liu et al. [19] employ the gamma correction to preprocess the input hazy image and achieve a pleasing restoration result based on ASM, which may imply that the preprocessing results are very consistent with real nature scenes. Inherently inspired by this, we first attempt to generate two inputs taken in different weather conditions by performing the gamma correction on the input hazy image
where gamma correction factorsγ < 1 andγ > 1 are used to generate the denser image and relatively misty one, respectively. If the simulated imagesĨ c andǏ c are subject to the ASM, by means of the invariance principle, the Eq. (2) can be transformed into
whereÃ c ,β andǍ c ,β are the atmospheric light and scattering coefficient with respect toĨ c andǏ c , respectively. Simplifying the Eq. (3), and letÃ
Since the ( ρ(x, y) − 1) · exp{−β · d(x, y)} is relatively close to 0 in general, especially for dense hazy regions. Thus, according to equivalent infinitesimal theorem, the Eq. (4) is equivalent to
The Eq. (5) concludes that we can adjust the concentration of haze by changing gamma correction factor, but the simulated results should be regarded as inhomogeneous hazy images. Based on the above conclusion, we redefine the scattering coefficientsβ andβ as the scattering mapsβ (x, y) anď β (x, y), which vary along with the pixel spatial location.
According to Eq. (3) and the redefined scattering maps, the scene albedo can be computed as
, the Eq. (6) can be rewritten as
Now that, our goal is to estimate the matrix N sinceÃ c anď A c can be accurately obtained by [20] . Using the Eq. (3) and the redefined scattering maps, we have
Assuming the depth map d is determined and ρ c = 0, we can get the upper boundary constraint of the scattering map through Eq. (8), that is (9) Note that, the matrix N is just a ratio function in terms of scattering mapβ andβ . Consequently, we might as well regard the corresponding upper boundary constraintβ up anď β up as the rough "alternative" of scattering mapβ andβ , and therefore the N can be approximately expressed as
Considering that the atmospheric suspended particles obey the uniform distribution approximately within the local small-scale patch, which means the corresponding matrix N shares the same property. Thus, we employ guided total variation model [21] to blur the N
whereN is the blurred result of N. Finally, we substitute Fig. 1 The restoration results using different gamma correction factors.
the estimatedÃ c , M c andN into Eq. (7), and restore the initial scene albedo ρ c 1 . However, the matrixN is not completely reliable because scene albedo is assumed to be zero when we compute the upper boundary, and it may lead to the over-saturated effect on the restored image. To compensate this limitation, the iteration-feedback strategy (initial Fig. 2 Intermediate results of the iterative procedure. iteration number j is set to be 1) is designed and it can be detailed as:
Step1 Substitute the jth scene albedo ρ Figure 1 gives the restoration results using different factorsγ andγ. As can be seen, with the decreasingγ or the raisingγ, haze can be removed more completely but the over-saturated phenomenon may also occur. In contrast, we select theγ = 0.5 andγ = 2.5 as our empirical parameters. Figure 2 further shows the intermediate results of the iterative procedure, and the corresponding convergence curve is shown in Fig. 3 . From the curve, we find that actual iteration number is about 5 iterations.
Experimental Comparison

Qualitative Comparison
We test the proposed technique on various types of hazy images and compare with the physically-based dehazing approaches, including Meng et al. [22] , He et al. [11] , Zhu Table 1 Quantitative comparison et al. [12] , Cai et al. [14] , as shown in Fig. 4 . Through comparison, the restoration results of the proposed technique achieve higher visibility, better color fidelity, and with minimum blocking and halo artifacts, especially for the inhomogeneous hazy image.
Quantitative Comparison
In order to quantitative evaluation and rate the algorithms, we adopt several widely used indicators, including the mean ratio of the gradients at visible edgesr [23] , fog aware density evaluator FADE [5] , and hue fidelity H [24] . Generally, the higher values ofr and the lower values of FADE, H imply better dehazing results. Table 1 lists the quantitative analysis of the results in Fig. 4 in terms of the indicators mentioned. In some cases, it can be seen that the recovered results using our technique achieve the highestr, the lowest FADE and H, which verify the advantage of the proposed method.
Conclusion
Different from the previous works, we provide a new clue for physically-based single image dehazing. Our strategy is to simulate two inputs taken in different weather conditions from one known hazy image using the gamma correction. Thus, the single image haze removal can be subtly converted into the multiple images haze removal, and the expected scene albedo can be effectively recovered on the basis of the invariance principle for scene structure and the inherent boundary constraint on the scattering function. Remarkably, we redefine the scattering coefficient as a variable with respect to the spatial location instead of a constant value, which could improve the restoration quality when processing inhomogeneous hazy image. However, the correction factors of the proposed method are determined empirically, thus we will seek the more reasonable factors that can achieve better restoration quality in our future work.
